BRAIN TISSUES SEGMENTATION ON MR PERFUSION IMAGES USING CUSUM FILTER FOR BOUNDARY PIXELS
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Abstract: The fully automated and relatively accurate method of brain tissues segmentation on T2-weighted magnetic resonance perfusion images is proposed. Segmentation with this method provides a possibility to obtain perfusion region of interest in images with abnormal brain anatomy that is very important for perfusion analysis. In the proposed method the result is presented as a binary mask, which marks two regions: brain tissues pixels with unity values and skull, extracranial soft tissue and background pixels with zero values. The binary mask is produced based on the location of boundary between two studied regions. Each boundary point is detected with CUSUM filter as a change point for iteratively accumulated points at time of moving on a sinusoidal-like path along the boundary from one region to another. The evaluation results for 20 clinical cases showed that proposed segmentation method could significantly reduce the time and efforts required to obtain desirable results for perfusion region of interest detection on T2-weighted magnetic resonance perfusion images with abnormal brain anatomy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) perfusion magnetic resonance (MR) imaging has already been widely used for the management of patients with brain tumors and cerebrovascular diseases, such as vascular stenosis or stroke [1-3]. It is based on the fact that T2-weighted MR images show decreased signal intensity while the iodinated contrast agent passes through the tissue. DSC exam output is a series of T2 weighted images acquired before, during, and after iodinated contrast agent injection into the vascular system. This time-sequence data reflect local changes in perfusion tissue characteristics. To estimate perfusion tissue characteristics according to the obtained time series it is necessary to carry out analysis of signal intensity changes on a pixel-by-pixel basis within the same part of the human body.

The results of DSC perfusion exam can be used both for quantitative estimation of perfusion characteristics as well as visual assessment of tissue perfusion. It is visualization of perfusion characteristics on the so-called perfusion maps that serves to detect regions with potential perfusion lesions and determine a diagnosis. However, brain lesions can be poorly visualized on perfusion maps due to the low contrast between the lesion and surrounding tissues. Such effect occurs when perfusion maps display extremely high values for noised pixels or skull and extracranial soft tissues regions. Thus, the important step of DSC perfusion analysis is pre-processing of time-sequence data through brain tissues segmentation and binary mask creation for so-called perfusion region of interest (ROI) [4-7].

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Present software applied for medical image processing uses different methods of brain tissues segmentation. There is manual and more or less automated segmentation, but the last one is more preferable for clinical use [4]. Despite the fact that
manual segmentation gives more accurate results it is more laborious and time-consuming. It should be mentioned that to obtain accurate segmentation results an operator has to have sufficient knowledge and experience to identify brain anatomical structures and its lesions on MR images. However, regarding the disadvantages of manual segmentation mentioned here, the automated segmentation is not that ideal for this task [6, 7]. In order to be of practical use, the segmentation method should provide accurate results for images with abnormal brain anatomy. It is automated segmentation methods that generally give wrong perfusion ROI for such images, as a result, segmentation faults lead to the absence of perfusion characteristics data for pixels in regions with potential perfusion lesions. Therefore, there are a number of different methods of brain tissues segmentation on MR images [8-12].

Most of the automated brain tissues segmentation methods are used for T1-weighted MR images processing. For clarity, these methods can be divided into two groups: those which are based on pixels intensity analysis (thresholding and clustering algorithms), and those which use patterns (neural network classifiers and atlas-based algorithms). The central problem of the first group methods is overlapping pixel intensity values in region of interest and background. The second group problem is lack of age-sex-race-specific pre-segmented template data and lack of training samples for different size, density, and volume of brain lesions.

Surrounding brain tissues appear as bright pixels on T2-weighted MR perfusion images. It is the main reason for segmentation faults while using automated methods which work fine with T1-weighted images [13]. The proposed strategy of parameter-based transformation of T2-weighted into T1-weighted image intensities [14] solves partially the issue of using suitable for T1-weighted images methods to segment T2-weighted images. However, it does not solve the problem of segmentation faults for images with abnormal brain anatomy.

The idea of using CUSUM filter to track the boundary for autonomous vehicles [15, 16] was applied to solve image segmentation issue in general [17]. The main purpose of CUSUM filter usage is to solve the issue of boundary tracking at time of movement between two regions using only local information in the presence of noise. Thus, it gives the opportunity to solve the segmentation issues in different domains [18, 19]. But in order to get accurate segmentation results using CUSUM filter in specific domain relationship between two disparate regions should be established and appropriate movements pattern should be developed so that the boundary can be accurately tracked and estimated [17, 18].

3. THE AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The aim of the current study is to develop a fully automated method of brain tissues segmentation on T2-weighted MR perfusion images of a human head with abnormal brain anatomy using CUSUM filter for boundary pixels.

To achieve the aim, the following tasks have been set:

- to develop an algorithm for path planning with specific movements pattern along the boundary between two regions: one region is specified with brain tissues pixels and the other one with skull, extracranial soft tissues and background pixels;
- to adapt CUSUM filter for a change point detection in order to determine the moment of boundary moving from one region to another;
- to evaluate the results of brain tissues segmentation on T2-weighted MR perfusion images of a human head with abnormal brain anatomy using CUSUM filter for boundary pixels.

4. SEGMENTATION WITH CUSUM FILTER FOR BOUNDARY PIXELS

The proposed segmentation method of T2-weighted MR perfusion images produces a binary mask image which marks brain tissues.

After sorting analysed images as 4-dimensional time-series segmentation process is performed using the 4th image for every spatial position (T2-weighted images acquisition protocol can vary, so processed image should be selected after discarding the first few time-points images at which signal intensity is not reached a steady state).

The binary mask, which marks brain tissues, is produced based on the location of boundary B. Boundary B separates two image regions: region $\Omega_1$ is specified with brain tissues pixels and region $\Omega_2$ is specified with skull, extracranial soft tissues and background pixels. Thus, image is represented by $\Omega$, so that $\Omega = \Omega_1 \cup \Omega_2 \cup B$ and $\Omega_1 \cap \Omega_2 = \emptyset$.

In the proposed method the boundary B tracking is provided by detecting image points close to the boundary of the studied regions. Each mentioned image points is detected with CUSUM filter as a change point for iteratively accumulated points at time of moving on a path along the boundary from one region to another. The motion trajectory is a sinusoidal-like path which is defined by iterative change of movement direction in region $\Omega_i$ in order to reach region $\Omega_2$ and vice versa.

4.1 INITIAL POINT DETECTION

To start moving on a sinusoidal-like path along the boundary between two regions, the initial
4.2 PATH PLANNING WITH SPECIFIC MOVEMENTS PATTERN

After \( w_0 \) point is detected the movement on a path starts from this point along the boundary between \( \Omega_1 \) and \( \Omega_2 \) regions in the counterclockwise direction.

Every new point \( w_k(x_k, y_k) \) on a path along the boundary between two regions is detected using:

\[
w_k = w_{k-1} + V \cdot n^\circ,
\]

where \( V \) – distance between two neighboring image points on motion trajectory, \( n^\circ \) – unit vector that makes an angle \( \theta_{k-1} \) with the positive x-axis.

The angle \( \theta \) is calculated as follows:

\[
\theta_k = \theta_{k-1} + \theta_{k}^{\text{step}} + \theta_{k}^{\text{correction}},
\]

where \( \theta_{k}^{\text{step}} \) – angle change value at each step \( k \) of motion trajectory creation, \( \theta_{k}^{\text{correction}} \) – angle correction value, that is necessary to avoid an issue with infinite looping inside one region.

The value of angle \( \theta_{k}^{\text{step}} \) is calculated as follows:

\[
\theta_{k}^{\text{step}} = \begin{cases} 
(-1)^{I_{\Omega_1}(w_{k-1})} \frac{\pi}{4}, & \text{for } w_{k-1} \not\in B; \\
(-1)^{I_{\Omega_1}(w_{k-1})} \frac{\pi}{2}, & \text{for } w_{k-1} \in B,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( I_\Omega \) – the indicator function of region \( \Omega \). Angle change values for the proposed method were selected as a rule of thumb based on the analysis of motion trajectory data obtained on T2-weighted MR perfusion images.

To detect the maximum number of points, which belong to boundary \( B \), and at the same time minimize the number of analysed pixels, in the Eq. (3) double angle is used for changing the direction of movement when the boundary moves from \( \Omega_1 \) to \( \Omega_2 \), and vice versa (Fig.1).

![Figure 1 – Basic principle of double angle usage for changing the direction of movement when the boundary moves from one region to another](image)

In order to avoid infinite looping inside one region, e.g., motion trajectory makes a full circle inside one region without returning to the boundary (either inside region \( \Omega_1 \) or inside region \( \Omega_2 \)), correction value \( \theta_{k}^{\text{correction}} \) is used in the Eq. (2). It is calculated by the following equation:

\[
\theta_{k}^{\text{correction}} = \theta_{k}^{\text{shift}} \cdot I_{\{w_k = w_{k+1}\}},
\]

where \( I_{\{w_k = w_{k+1}\}} \) – indicator that the motion trajectory makes a full circle, \( \theta_{k}^{\text{shift}} \) – angle shift value, that is calculated by the following equation:

\[
\theta_{k}^{\text{shift}} = (-1)^{I_{\Omega_1}(w_k)} \frac{\pi}{3}.
\]
between two regions and therefore simplifies further binary masking creation for brain tissues. In addition, this approach reduces error probability because of losing boundary pixels.

The minimum acceptable value of distance \( V \), in order to definitely get outside the one-pixel region, can be calculated on the basis of a geometric shape of motion trajectory. It is approximately equal to 0.3827 minimal side length of the image pixel spacing. The further reducing of \( V \) value will increase cases of infinite looping inside one region (inside one pixel of the same region in the current case), and therefore, it will take more processing time for motion trajectory creation due to the involving of \( \theta_k^{\text{correction}} \) value in calculations.

All of the aforesaid describes the iterative algorithm of a motion trajectory creation as a sinusoidal-like path between two studied regions.

### 4.3 Change Point Detection with CUSUM Filter

Differentiation of image points on motion trajectory as points which belong to boundary B or as points inside region \( \Omega_1 \) or \( \Omega_2 \) is provided with CUSUM filter.

CUSUM filter uses cumulative sums to detect the moment of time when statistical characteristics of the monitored process undergo a change, i.e., to detect change point. According to the original CUSUM rule proposed by Page in [20] a change point detection is provided as follows:

\[
\tau = \min(k > 0 : S_k > h),
\]

where \( \tau \) – alarm time, that is, the time when a change is detected and process is out of control, \( h \) – given threshold controlling the false alarm rate that should be chosen to minimize both false-alarms and time to change point detection, \( S_k \) – cumulative sum up to and including \( k \)th statistical characteristics value of monitored process.

The cumulative sum value \( S_k \) is based on the log-likelihood ratio and defined as follows:

\[
S_k = \max\left(0, S_{k-1} + \ln\frac{g_1(z_k)}{g_0(z_k)}\right),
\]

where \( g_0 \) is the probability density function of the monitored process characteristics \( z_k \) before the change point and \( g_1 \) the density after the change point. Thus, on each step the value of cumulative sum is compared with the threshold \( h \), and if the threshold is exceeded, the signal about change point is initiated.

In the proposed method a sequence of image intensities at points on a path along the boundary between two regions \( z_0 = I(w_0), \ z_1 = I(w_1), \ldots, z_k = I(w_k) \) are used as statistical characteristics of the monitored process. Here each value is obtained with bilinear interpolation of original image pixel data at given spatial location on a path.

In case of image processing with CUSUM filter, the actual data distribution of monitored process is unknown, as a result, probability density functions \( g_0 \) and \( g_1 \) are unknown as well. For this reason, in the proposed method the log-likelihood ratio for cumulative sum calculation replaced by a score function \( G \), which is sensitive to expected changes. The score function \( G \) is computed for \( \Omega_1 \) and \( \Omega_2 \) regions as follows:

\[
G_j(w_k) = I(w_k) - \mu_j, \quad j = 1, 2, \quad (8)
\]

where \( I(w_k) \) – intensity value at point \( w_k \), \( \mu_j \) – mean intensity value for sequence of \( q \) points prior to point \( w_k \) in \( \Omega_j \) region. In the current study, the value of \( q \) is set equal to 45.

To detect the change point the proposed method uses CUSUM filter with cumulative sum calculation as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{t_0} &= 0; \\
S_k &= \max\left[0, S_{k-1} - I_{\Omega_1} G_1(w_k) + I_{\Omega_2} G_2(w_k)\right] \quad (9)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( k > \tau_0 \), \( I_{\Omega} \) – the indicator function of region \( \Omega \), \( G \) – score function, which is sensitive to expected change, \( \tau_1 \) – sequence of alarm time moments for a change point detection, which is calculated by the following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_0 &= 0; \\
\tau_{i+1} &= \min\{k > \tau_i : S_k > h\}, \quad i \geq 0, \quad (10)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( h \) – threshold controlling the false alarm rate, which is calculated by the following equation:

\[
h = |\mu_1 - \mu_2| \quad (11)
\]

where \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) – mean intensity values for sequence of 45 points prior to point \( w_k \) in \( \Omega_1 \) and \( \Omega_2 \) regions respectively.

In case of processing initial points on a path between two regions, the number of points prior to point \( w_k \) is not sufficient to calculate the threshold value with Eq. (11). Threshold value for such points processing is set equal to the value obtained
applying Otsu method to the whole image.

According to the proposed Eq. (9) the initial CUSUM filter value starts at zero. If the data after a change point are available cumulating of the sum starts from zero. In order to improve performance of the proposed CUSUM filter, reset of cumulative sum is provided in consonance with “fast initial response” approach [21] and defined as follows:

$$S_y = \frac{1}{2} \cdot S_{y,1}, p \geq 2.$$  (12)

The proposed segmentation method stops a process of change point detection in two cases: motion trajectory goes back to the pixels with initial starting point $w_0$ location, or motion trajectory reaches the image border.

The sequence of detected change points determines image pixels that belong to the boundary between two studied regions. The binary mask which marks brain tissues is produced on the basis of these pixels. Values of binary masks are unity for brain tissues pixels and zero for skull, extracranial soft tissues and background pixels.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed method of segmentation was applied to detect brain tissues and to create a binary mask for the so-called perfusion ROI on T2-weighted MR perfusion images of a human head with abnormal brain anatomy from 20 clinical cases.

The results shown here are in whole based upon data generated by the TCGA Research Network: http://cancergenome.nih.gov/.

In order to evaluate the proposed method, the results of brain tissues segmentation were compared with a reference standard, which is the manually marked brain perfusion ROI by two experienced radiologists in perfusion MR imaging.

Metrics value of Dice similarity index, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were calculated to evaluate the segmentation results.

These metrics are based on the fact that each pixel of the segmented image is assigned to one of the following categories:
- false positive (FP) pixels, i.e., those which are segmented as perfusion ROI pixels, but they are not;
- false negative (FN) pixels, i.e., those which are segmented as pixels not of the perfusion ROI, but they are;
- true positive (TP) pixels, i.e., those which are segmented as perfusion ROI pixels, and they are;
- true negative (TN) pixels, i.e., those which are segmented as pixels not of the perfusion ROI, and they are not.

Dice similarity index (also known as Dice coefficient) was used to estimate spatial overlap between two regions (image region, which is identified automatically with brain tissues segmentation using CUSUM filter for boundary pixels and image region, which is identified manually as brain perfusion ROI by two experienced radiologists in consensus) and calculated as follows:

$$D = \frac{2 \cdot TP}{2 \cdot TP + FP + FN}.$$  (13)

The values of this metric can vary from 0 (no overlap) to 1 (perfect agreement).

The sensitivity and specificity were used to estimate the number of properly detected perfusion ROI pixels.

The sensitivity or true positive fraction (TPF) shows the ability of the proposed segmentation method to correctly detect pixels, which belong to the perfusion ROI. It is calculated as follows:

$$TPF = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}.$$  (14)

The sensitivity values can vary from 0 to 1: the higher sensitivity shows the lower missed true pixels of perfusion ROI.

The specificity or true negative fraction (TNF) shows the ability of the proposed segmentation method to correctly detect pixels, which do not belong to the perfusion ROI (skull, extracranial soft tissues and background pixels in the current case). It is calculated as follows:

$$TNF = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}.$$  (15)

The specificity values can vary from 0 to 1: higher specificity shows the lower missed true pixels of skull, extracranial soft tissues and background.

The accuracy shows the rate of the pixels that are correctly identified with the proposed segmentation method. This metric is calculated as follows:

$$ACC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}.$$  (16)

The values of this metric can vary from 0 (in case of non-agreement) to 1 (in case of complete agreement of obtained results and reference standard).

Evaluation results of the proposed segmentation method of brain tissues segmentation on T2-weighted MR perfusion images of a human head with abnormal brain anatomy are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Evaluation results (average value and standard deviation) of brain tissues segmentation using CUSUM filter for boundary pixels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical case</th>
<th>Dice index (D)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (TPF)</th>
<th>Specificity (TNF)</th>
<th>Accuracy (ACC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.974±0.0087</td>
<td>0.98±0.026</td>
<td>0.9912±0.0049</td>
<td>0.9892±0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.949±0.0157</td>
<td>0.9273±0.0339</td>
<td>0.9936±0.0022</td>
<td>0.9803±0.0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.978±0.0166</td>
<td>0.9736±0.0365</td>
<td>0.9947±0.0024</td>
<td>0.9895±0.0074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.989±0.0038</td>
<td>0.9961±0.0044</td>
<td>0.9918±0.0036</td>
<td>0.9931±0.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.986±0.0048</td>
<td>0.9952±0.0014</td>
<td>0.9917±0.0033</td>
<td>0.9927±0.0028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.985±0.0021</td>
<td>0.995±0.0006</td>
<td>0.9894±0.0039</td>
<td>0.9911±0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.959±0.0123</td>
<td>0.973±0.0345</td>
<td>0.9837±0.0147</td>
<td>0.9802±0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.984±0.0009</td>
<td>0.9974±0.0024</td>
<td>0.9899±0.0015</td>
<td>0.9919±0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.988±0.0021</td>
<td>0.9955±0.0031</td>
<td>0.9939±0.0032</td>
<td>0.9944±0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.976±0.0065</td>
<td>0.9907±0.0116</td>
<td>0.9872±0.0066</td>
<td>0.9883±0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.979±0.0154</td>
<td>0.9882±0.0163</td>
<td>0.9896±0.0049</td>
<td>0.9893±0.0078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.980±0.0069</td>
<td>0.9944±0.0068</td>
<td>0.9875±0.0055</td>
<td>0.9896±0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.979±0.0039</td>
<td>0.9852±0.0115</td>
<td>0.9918±0.0031</td>
<td>0.9905±0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.986±0.0032</td>
<td>0.992±0.0084</td>
<td>0.9918±0.002</td>
<td>0.9918±0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.973±0.0183</td>
<td>0.9924±0.0081</td>
<td>0.9864±0.007</td>
<td>0.9878±0.0073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.961±0.0212</td>
<td>0.952±0.0545</td>
<td>0.9946±0.0048</td>
<td>0.99±0.0031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.970±0.0136</td>
<td>0.9565±0.0246</td>
<td>0.9956±0.003</td>
<td>0.987±0.0065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.964±0.0394</td>
<td>0.9557±0.0721</td>
<td>0.9919±0.0014</td>
<td>0.9815±0.0213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.962±0.0365</td>
<td>0.9505±0.0672</td>
<td>0.9925±0.0035</td>
<td>0.9815±0.0183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.957±0.0229</td>
<td>0.945±0.0469</td>
<td>0.9928±0.0025</td>
<td>0.9833±0.0083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three sample images were selected for presentation of the segmentation results, i.e., the image with the lowest (Fig. 2), average (Fig. 3), and highest (Fig. 4) similarity.

Figure 2 – Segmentation results on the selected sample with the lowest similarity to the reference standard: a - original image; b - perfusion ROI extracted from a.

Figure 3 – Segmentation results on the selected sample with the average similarity to the reference standard: a - original image; b - perfusion ROI extracted from a.

Figure 4 – Segmentation results on the selected sample with the highest similarity to the reference standard: a - original image; b - perfusion ROI extracted from a.

Obtained segmentation results are in good agreement with the reference standard with a Dice index values 0.9744 ± 0.0216, have high values of sensitivity (0.9765 ± 0.0411), specificity (0.9911 ± 0.0052), and accuracy (0.9881 ± 0.0101).

All detected perfusion ROIs were deemed by two experienced radiologists as satisfactory enough for clinical use. This gives the reasons to consider the segmentation results with the use of proposed method as very satisfactory for quantitative measurements and visual assessment of brain perfusion data and does not need to be manually edited much by radiologists.

Finally, obtained in the current study results of brain tissues segmentation were compared with the results obtained using thresholding method. Thresholding is a state-of-the-art method to detect brain tissues on T2-weighted MR perfusion images.
It is widely used in perfusion analysis system for clinical use. The comparison was performed on the same images that were selected for the evaluation experiments. To make comparison more meaningful, threshold value was defined to present segmentation results with the highest similarity to the reference standard. For this purpose, each threshold value was selected via brute force thresholding from the intensities range of each analyzed image. Developed segmentation method showed superior performance in the current study compared with the threshold method that reached only $0.9274 \pm 0.0245$ for evaluating with Dice index metric. Despite the relatively high Dice index values of the thresholding method, it showed low values of sensitivity (0.8675 $\pm$ 0.0413). Such results prove the ability of the proposed method to detect perfusion ROI on images with abnormal brain anatomy.

Average processing time of the proposed method is about 0.2s per image of 128x128 pixels in size (Intel Core i5-460M 2.53 GHz, single threaded), which is quite fast. It can play an important role in cases that require processing of a large number of patient images.

As shown in the results, the proposed method can reliably detect the perfusion ROI on T2-weighted MR perfusion images of a human head with abnormal brain anatomy.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The current study resulted in the development of a fully automated method of brain tissues segmentation on T2-weighted MR perfusion images of a human head with abnormal brain anatomy using CUSUM filter for boundary pixels. Thus, the major findings of the current study are presented below.

1. The algorithm for path planning with specific movement pattern along the boundary between two regions was developed: one region is specified with brain tissues pixels and the other one with skull, extracranial soft tissues and background pixels. The motion trajectory was developed as sinusoidal-like path which was defined by iterative change of movement direction inside one region in order to reach another region. The problem of maximization of detected points, which belong to the boundary between two regions, was solved and at the same time the number of processed pixels using the algorithm was minimized. The problem of infinite looping inside one region was solved to predict cases of making a full circle by motion trajectory inside one region without returning to the boundary.

2. The CUSUM filter was adapted for a change point detection to determine the moment when boundary moves from one region to another. To calculate the cumulative sum with proposed CUSUM filter the log-likelihood ratio was replaced by a score function, which is sensitive to expected change of intensity values at time of moving on a path along the boundary from one region to another. Threshold value associated with alarm time was set to detect change points as points that belong to the boundary B between two studied regions.

3. The results of brain tissues segmentation on T2-weighted MR perfusion images of a human head with abnormal brain anatomy using CUSUM filter for boundary pixels were evaluated. The evaluation results showed a good agreement with the reference standard with a Dice index values $0.9744 \pm 0.0216$, high values of sensitivity (0.9765 $\pm$ 0.0411), specificity (0.9911 $\pm$ 0.0052), and accuracy (0.9881 $\pm$ 0.0101). Comparison with the state-of-the-art method showed reducing the error rate with respect to the false negative results in lesion regions. This gives the reasons to consider the proposed method as a very satisfactory for brain tissues segmentation and, at the same time, it is fully automated and does not require a large computation time. Therefore, the proposed method could significantly reduce the time and efforts required to obtain desirable results for perfusion ROI detection on T2-weighted MR perfusion images with abnormal brain anatomy.
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